CREATING A ROUTING REQUEST
QUICK REFERENCE CARD
This Quick Reference Card (QRC) provides Suppliers guidance for creating a Routing Request in
3Gtms.
Background
A Routing Request is required to be entered into the 3Gtms portal for every shipment handled
by Canadian Natural.
Steps required for Supplier to a create Routing Request in 3Gtms
1. Log in and click on ‘Vendor Portal at the top of the screen.
2. Choose ‘Purchase Orders’ to search on a PO to create a Routing Request
against.
3. With your cursor in the Quick Search field, hit ENTER on your keyboard to
bring in all your POs or search by one PO number. Go to the bottom of the screen and change ‘Show
Row” from 25 to 500 as necessary. You can click on Advanced Search to search for only POs in ‘New’
status.
4. Once you have completed the search for POs, check the box next to the POs that are part of a
shipment to one Destination.

5. Only valid lines are selectable which are lines that have not been fully shipped on previous Routing
Requests.
6. Pick the number of lines corresponding to the actual number of handling units you are going to ship.
For example, if all these line items are shipping on two different sized skids, you only need to select
two line items. You can select lines from the different POs if you would like, but it is not necessary.
7. Hit Submit at bottom right of screen.
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8. Select Origin Location by typing in the first
three letters of the company name and
press enter on your keyboard. Contact
name should default in or if there are
multiple contacts in the system you can
search using the hourglass.
9. Choose Ready to Ship date and then add
time when package is ready to ship
(military time is used here).
10. Do NOT fill in Latest Requested Pickup
date.

11. Freight Class – usually 70
unless you know differently.
12. Handling Unit – a stand alone
shipping item that the carrier
will pick up (i.e. one pallet).
13. Piece Count – number of items
contained within Handling Unit
(i.e. two boxes on one pallet).
14. Gross Wt – total weight for this
Handling Unit or Units.
15. If this is Hazardous Material,
check box and fill in blue fields.
16. If cross-border shipping,
populate Flex 2 field with
customs dollar amount.
17. Once finished click ‘Save and
Close’.
18. Once you have input the detail for all items, you can then add Reference Numbers or Comments. Once
Reference Numbers and Comments are added, you can then Submit your Routing Request.
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